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EXCERPT
Qolaba transforms the way virtual assets are created and traded with its AI-
powered Art Studio and intuitive app builder. Our advanced AI turns your 
thoughts into various content formats. You can easily build your own virtual 
asset marketplace and start selling your unique creations. With the 
convenience of gasless transactions and the guidance of an advanced AI 
chatbot, your user experience is always front and center, and the 
decentralized Identity layer offers secure ID credentials across both 
traditional and metaverse applications.
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Executive

Summary 01
Welcome to the dawn of a new era. Qolaba is leading the charge in the digital revolution. Harnessing the power of AI, Blockchain, 
and Web3 technologies, Qolaba is breaking down barriers, democratizing access to next-generation technologies, and crafting an 
interoperable metaverse that transcends borders and eases global market entry.


In an age where digital challenges such as data privacy, content ownership, and authenticity loom large, Qolaba emerges as a 
beacon of innovation. With a bold mission to redefine our interaction with digital platforms, Qolaba is committed to enhancing 
creator capabilities, fostering an environment ripe for creativity, and constructing a private, open, safe, sovereign, and scalable 
digital world that benefits all.


At its core, Qolaba is about creating a more equitable, accessible, and innovative digital space. It's about upholding user integrity 
and privacy and tackling the pressing concerns of the digital revolution head-on. It's about leveraging cutting-edge AI and 
blockchain technologies to empower users, respect individual rights to data privacy, and offer equitable opportunities for content 
ownership.


Qolaba’s Mission
Qolaba's mission is to democratize the creation of the 
metaverse, leveraging AI to make it accessible at an 
unprecedented scale and cost. We are committed to 
empowering users and fostering an equitable environment, 
free from centralized control and technical constraints. Our 
mission extends beyond product development to making next-
generation AI and Web3 technologies accessible to both 
consumers and businesses. We continuously invest in our 
platform, introducing new features and capabilities in areas 
such as no-code development, AI, and the Metaverse. Our 
vision is to transform the traditional digital ecosystem into a 
more equitable, accessible, and innovative space, offering 
value through simplification, innovation, and user-centricity.

The Qolaba Edge
Qolaba distinguishes itself through its unique blend of 
innovation, creativity, and a community-focused approach. Our 
user-friendly platform, packed with features catering to a 
diverse user base, sets us apart from competitors. Our 
business model is designed to drive user acquisition, 
engagement, and revenue growth, achieved by continuously 
investing in the platform and introducing new features and 
capabilities. The proprietary platform of Qolaba is built upon 
key elements such as simplicity, flexibility, and potential, with 
unique brand messaging and design guidelines emphasizing 
these principles. These elements, combined with a 
commitment to innovation, community, and user experience, 
position Qolaba as a leader in the digital ecosystem.

https://www.qolaba.io
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Problem

Statement 02
The digital ecosystem of today is riddled with challenges that 
inhibit the full potential of content creators, businesses, and 
users. Qolaba is dedicated to addressing these challenges, 
fostering a more user-friendly digital sphere where 
opportunities are plenty without hindrances to the creative 
output.

Challenges in the Digital Ecosystem
In today's digital ecosystem, these significant challenges 
persist: limited data privacy, restricted data ownership, and 
crumbling originality. Businesses often mishandle personal 
data, leading to privacy concerns and potential misuse. Data 
ownership is compromised due to indiscriminate data 
collection and monopolisation of large datasets. 

Furthermore, the lack of transparency and accountability in 
centralised systems erodes authenticity, leading to a rise in 
manipulated content and counterfeiting. These issues 
underscore the urgent need for comprehensive data 
regulations, re-evaluation of data ownership norms, and a 
decentralised, transparent system to verify digital authenticity.


The challenges are broadly further categorised into three 
areas: content, commerce, and consumption:


1


Content Challenges
Content creators struggle to create highly-personalized 
content at scale since issues like time, resources, 
interoperability, consistency, cost, variety, and property rights 
significantly hinder the creative process.


A staggering 36.7% of marketers report that creating engaging 
visual content consistently is one of their top struggles, 
highlighting the need for more efficient and accessible content 
creation tools. 2

Commerce Challenges
Commerce is dominated by large platforms that control sales 
channels, customer data, operations, and infrastructure, 
limiting the options and flexibility of brands and merchants. 
Building Web3 solutions is expensive for businesses, with 
costs reaching up to $500k for development. 3

Despite the potential benefits of decentralized technologies, 
the majority of users are unfamiliar with them, as many as 
54% of American consumers have never heard of Web 3.0  
and only 24.5% of IT companies have adopted decentralized 
technologies , creating a rift and a barrier to entry and 
hindering the growth of the decentralized ecosystems. 



Content creators grapple with limited incentives due to 
traditional royalties and licensing, making it difficult for them 
to monetize their work effectively. Centralized marketplaces 
lead to vendor lock-in, restricting creators' options and 
flexibility. This, coupled with concerns over data privacy, 
ownership, and authenticity, leads to trust issues and a 
suboptimal user experience.


4

5

Consumption Challenges

Users may feel overwhelmed by the technical jargon, complex 
onboarding processes, and the need for digital wallets and 
cryptographic keys, further deterring them from embracing 
decentralized technologies.  Addressing these challenges 
requires a holistic approach combining AI, blockchain, cloud, 
and application design.



In conclusion, the digital ecosystem is fraught with challenges 
that create barriers to entry, limit flexibility, and undermine 
user experience. To overcome these challenges and unlock 
the full potential of the digital ecosystem, it is crucial to 
address these issues to user experience, foster trust, and 
incentivize authentic content production, paving the way for a 
more equitable and efficient digital Ecosystem.

6

36.7% marketers report that creating engaging visual content 
consistently is one of their top struggles, highlighting the need 
for more efficient and accessible content creation tools. 2

Onboarding is complex, and crypto novices face obstacles in 
understanding and adopting decentralised technologies. 
Token benefits are often underutilised, hindering the growth 
and adoption of decentralised finance (DeFi) solutions.

https://www.qolaba.io
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/04/technology/meta-facebook-eu-gdpr.html
https://venngage.com/blog/visual-content-marketing-statistics/
https://maticz.com/web3-development-cost
https://www.soocial.com/web3-statistics/
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/from-web-2-0-to-web3---the-way-it-companies-see-it-survey-results-from-techbehemoths-301751817.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/uk/Documents/risk/deloitte-uk-tpr-decentralisation.pdf
https://venngage.com/blog/visual-content-marketing-statistics/
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The

Opportunity   03
Qolaba is perfectly positioned to seize the opportunities 
presented by the emerging Web3 ecosystem. This new era of 
the internet is characterized by the convergence of several 
transformative technologies, each promising unprecedented 
growth and economic impact.

Artificial Intelligence (AI), the technology that enables 
machines to mimic human intelligence, is another promising 
area. The AI market is set to skyrocket, with forecasts 
predicting it to reach a monumental $6 trillion by 2030.  
Qolaba's strategic focus on AI positions us to capitalize on this 
growth.


8

The Metaverse, a virtual reality space where users can interact 
with a computer-generated environment and other users, is at 
the vanguard of this revolution. By 2030, the Metaverse is 
projected to generate a staggering $5 trillion in economic 
value, fueled by an investment of $120 billion in 2022 alone. 
Qolaba is poised to leverage this digital universe, unlocking 

untapped potential and opportunities.
7

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), digital assets that represent 
ownership or proof of authenticity of unique items, are set to 
redefine the digital economy. The NFT market is expected to 
boom, reaching an estimated value of $342 billion by 2032 . 
Qolaba is at the forefront of this revolution, ready to harness 
the power of NFTs.


9

The Creator Economy, an economic system that enables 
independent creators to monetize their skills and passions, 
has seen significant growth. According to a global study by 
Adobe, 165 million new creators have joined this economy 
over the last two years . Qolaba is committed to supporting 
and empowering these creators, helping them thrive in the 
digital world.



The involvement of industry titans such as Canon , 
Starbucks, Amazon , Nvidia , and Adobe  in these digital 
trends, with ambitious projects ranging from NFT 
marketplaces to AI cloud services, underscores the vast 
opportunities that lie ahead. Their pioneering efforts in the 
digital revolution serve as a testament to the potential of 
these emerging technologies.



In conclusion, the Web3 ecosystem presents a myriad of 
opportunities. Qolaba, with its strategic focus and innovative 
approach, is perfectly positioned to seize these opportunities 
and lead the way in the digital revolution.


11

12
13 14 15

Artificial Intelligence: 

The Future of Automation

The Metaverse: A New Digital Frontier

Non-Fungible Tokens: 

The Digital Asset Revolution

The Creator Economy: 

Empowering Independent Creators

The blockchain technology sector, once a niche market, is now 
experiencing unprecedented growth. Beginning at a value of 
$11.14 billion in 2022, it's projected to grow to a staggering 
$469.49 billion by 2030. This surge from $17.57 billion in 
2023 exemplifies the rapid pace of blockchain adoption 
across various industries worldwide. Blockchain, with its 
decentralized and secure nature, is truly revolutionizing the 
way we conduct transactions, manage data, and establish 
trust in the digital world. 10

The Blockchain Transformation

https://www.qolaba.io
https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/generative-ai-growth-opportunity
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/marketing%20and%20sales/our%20insights/value%20creation%20in%20the%20metaverse/Value-creation-in-the-metaverse.pdf
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/nft-market-size-cross-usd-125400030.html
https://s23.q4cdn.com/979560357/files/Adobe-'Future-of-Creativity'-Study_Creators-in-the-Creator-Economy.pdf
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/canon-launch-ethereum-photo-nft-170458693.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/amazon-amzn-launch-nft-marketplace-165004578.html
https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/gpu-cloud/picasso/
https://www.adobe.com/sensei/generative-ai/firefly.html
https://www.fortunebusinessinsights.com/industry-reports/blockchain-market-100072
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Qolaba’s

Solution   04
Qolaba is pioneering a transformative solution to democratize 
content creation, enhance user experience, and build trust. 
Our platform leverages AI, Blockchain, and cloud technologies 
to foster an equitable digital environment free from 
centralized control and technical barriers. We integrate AI 
capabilities to generate and manipulate digital content at 
scale, reducing costs and technical expertise requirements. 
Blockchain technology provides a secure and transparent 
system for transactions, data exchanges, and ownership 
records, promoting trust and fairness in digital commerce. By 
upholding user data privacy and security, Qolaba ensures a 
safe and enjoyable user experience. We are committed to 
revolutionizing the digital ecosystem, prioritizing user 
integrity, privacy, and collaboration.


At the heart of the Qolaba ecosystem lies a Generative AI-
powered Art studio, an imaginative tool that effortlessly 
transforms thoughts into text, images, videos, or music. 
Alongside this, Qolaba offers a no-code app builder, enabling 
users to create their own NFT marketplace with a simple click 
and start selling their unique NFTs on their personalized store.

Facilitating user-friendly experiences, we've incorporated 
OpenGSN gasless transaction technology, enabling users to 
mint NFTs and establish their stores without the need for prior 
crypto assets. Further enhancing user support, an AI chatbot 
powered by cutting-edge language models guides users 
throughout their application journey, assisting in 
understanding product features to receive customer support - 
all through an advanced conversational interface.

We've also introduced a secure Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) 
layer, which creates secure ID credentials in users' wallets. 
These credentials can be conveniently issued and verified 
across traditional apps and the metaverse, bridging the gap 
between the real world and the virtual universe seamlessly.



Together, these innovative components form the Qolaba 
ecosystem - a comprehensive solution that addresses user 
needs at multiple levels. It sets the stage for individuals and 
businesses to effortlessly transition into and thrive within the 
web3 era.

Qolaba Ecosystem

https://www.qolaba.io
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Generative AI-Powered Art Studio
Qolaba Studio, a state-of-the-art AI-powered platform, is 
revolutionizing the digital art landscape. It empowers users to 
generate captivating digital art from simple text prompts, 
democratizing the art creation process. This innovative tool 
eliminates technical barriers, making it accessible to everyone, 
regardless of their artistic or software background. 

Qolaba Studio is not just an art studio, but a creative catalyst 
that transforms ideas into visual masterpieces. The generative 
AI behind the studio interprets, understands, and translates 
text prompts into representative digital art, fostering a new era 
of innovation and creativity. This tool is a testament to 
Qolaba's commitment to leveraging AI technology to foster 
creativity, inclusivity, and innovation in the digital art industry.

Figure 1
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Here’s how our Generative AI-Powered Art Studio works
 Users can opt for generating AI images in two ways

 Text to Image: Using a text prompt given by the user, 
the studio generates the AI image

 Image to Image: Using an image along with a text 
prompt, the studio generates the AI image

 The results vary depending on the various styles, 
number of variations, image formats, and sizes chosen

 These generated AI images are stored in the user’s 
history and can be used again anywhere within the 
studio. For example, to mint, create catalogs, launch 
stores, generate another AI image, etc.

Here’s our streamlined minting process
 Users can MINT any generated image from the results or 

images from the history
 Details like NFT name, Description, Artist Name, and the 

Blockchain the user chooses to mint on are given by the 
user

 Other meta details like Hosting URL, Current Owner, Total 
Supply, Transaction History, and Contract ID are generated 
automatically by the program

 The user can then choose to create a collection and put up 
the collection or the NFT for sale or opt to save the NFT for 
later.

Do I want 
to put this 

NFT for 
sale la

Do I want 
to put this 

NFT for 
sale riAI Image Generator

My History

Navbar: MINT Upload Image

Minting NFT - Provide 
following metadata

 NFT nam
 Descriptio
 Artist nam
 Blockchain 

(Can/would the 
user mint the 
same image on 
multiple chains?) 


Following metadata is 
auto-generated:

 Hosting UR
 Current owne
 Total suppl
 Transaction 

histor
 Contract ID

Collection + 

NFT Marketplace End

No

Yes

Yes

NO -> Link to collection

Pop-up

Figure 2

https://www.qolaba.io
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If previously created NFTs 

available in the account

Import catalogues

into store styles

Marketplace

Store Creation

Studio

Create Catalogue

Store Setup

Lazy Mint | Gas Free Mint | On Chain

may include 2+ transactions

Upload Art Generate AI Art in studio

+ Download ArtEnhance

Buy Gas Less 
Transactions

END

Dashboard

Navigation via 
Home, LP or link

Have a

Qolaba Account?

NoCreate a

new account? Yes Sign in +


Forget Password

External Mail Server

Firewall

Mint NFT

Qolaba's AI-Based No-Code App Builder is a revolutionary tool 
for democratizing the digital ecosystem. It empowers users to 
swiftly create web2 and web3 applications, irrespective of 
their coding expertise. This innovative solution integrates 
seamlessly with Qolaba Studio, enabling users to construct a 
No-Code NFT Store/Marketplace and list their content for sale 
on their own branded marketplace. The AI-driven No-Code 
App Builder simplifies app development, making it accessible 
to all users. It stands as a testament to Qolaba's commitment 
to innovation, accessibility, and democratization of the digital 
ecosystem. This tool is not just a product, but a catalyst for 
change, fostering innovation and paving the way for a more 
inclusive and accessible digital future. 16

Here are the key features of our AI-Based No-Code App 
Builder

 Users can set up their own NFT store with ease and 
personalize it with their unique details

 Users can craft multiple stores, catalogs, and collections to 
showcase their diverse collections

 Users can design product pages that reflect their style and 
brand

 Users can arrange sections and manage layouts to create 
an appealing and user-friendly store

 Users can deploy their NFT stores on their own custom 
domains for a more personalized experience

 Users can take advantage of our handy plugins to simplify 
their journey and enhance integration.

AI-Based No-Code App Builder

Figure 3

https://www.qolaba.io
https://www.leewayhertz.com/generative-ai-use-cases-and-applications/
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Qolaba incorporates cutting-edge Gasless Transaction 
Technology that revolutionizes the transition from Web2 to 
Web3 platforms. This technology leverages the Ethereum Gas 
Station Network (GSN) which abstracts away the complexities 
of gas payments in Ethereum transactions. Here are the key 
features and advantages

 Ease of Use: This feature eliminates the need for users to 
possess cryptocurrency (ETH) to pay for gas in Blockchain 
transactions. Instead, they can use conventional payment 
methods. This significantly simplifies user experience and 
interaction with Ethereum smart contracts.

Gasless Transaction Technology

No ETH?

No Problem!

User GSN GSN - Aware

Contract

Needs ETH for Gas

User Ethereum

Paymaster

Contract

 Inclusive Access: By abstracting gas payment processes, 
Qolaba democratizes access to Blockchain technology, 
fostering a more inclusive digital economy

 Simplified Engagement: The technology simplifies user 
engagement with Blockchain technologies, reducing 
barriers to entry for new users and streamlining 
transaction processes.


Use Cases: Gasless Transaction Technology allows users to 
pay for gas in ERC-20 tokens supporting the permit function or 
indirectly via Layer 2 roll-ups or credit cards, and also enables 
DApps to subsidize the onboarding process for new users. 
Without GSN, users need ETH to pay for gas fees, which 
requires passing KYC and purchasing ETH before using any 
DApp. This can act as a significant deterrent for new users. 
The Gasless Transaction Technology eliminates this hurdle, 
improving UX for existing users as well, who no longer need to 
continually replenish their ETH balance for gas fees.

Figure 4

https://www.qolaba.io
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 Architecture: Qolaba's Gasless Transaction Technology is 
built upon a decentralized system, ensuring improved 
DApp usability without compromising security. 17

How we are using it to mint NFT
 User Initiates an On-Chain Mint
 Users choose to either pay with Qolaba Transactions(Gas-

less Mint) or Crypto (Gas-full Mint)
 On choosing Qolaba Transactions(Gas-less Mint), there is 

no need for crypto, and hence the Minting is successfully 
completed

 By choosing Gas-Full Mint(paying with crypto), your crypto 
balance is consumed, and then the Minting is completed.


By implementing this technology, Qolaba is revolutionizing 
digital interactions, making Blockchain technologies more 
accessible and efficient. It exemplifies Qolaba's commitment 
to fostering a more user-friendly, inclusive, and advanced 
digital future.


Gas-Less Mint

[Pay with Qolaba transaction]

MINTING COMPLETEInsufficient 

Crypto balance?

YES

Mint with transactions instead

YES

Buy crypto and try again

No

On Chain Mint

Gas-Full Mint

[Pay with crypto wallet]

Figure 5

https://www.qolaba.io
https://docs.opengsn.org/#the-problem
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Wallet Integration: Upon user account creation in your 
application, a corresponding wallet is created and tied to the 
user's identity via email or phone number. The wallet behaves 
parallel to the database used for managing user data.

User Interaction: Users interact with their wallets via your 
application. Obtained credentials are inserted in the wallet, 
and user consent is required before sharing these credentials 
with verifiers.



All these functionalities are enabled by the following 
features

 Verifiable Credentials: These enable the secure exchange 
of verifiable data through standardized, digital credentials

 Identity Wallets: Qolaba provides cloud-hosted identity 
wallets, preserving end-user privacy without 
compromising convenience

 Ecosystem Tooling: All ecosystem participants have 
wallets, enabling any participant to issue, verify, and hold 
credentials. This feature allows easy control over who can 
issue and verify credentials within the ecosystem. 18

Qolaba's AI-Powered Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) Wallet is 
a revolutionary solution addressing the need for data privacy 
and digital identity verification. This wallet allows users to 
securely share and verify their private data across both the 
real world and the metaverse. Here are its key 
functionalities

 Self-Sovereign Identity: The SSI Wallet empowers users 
with complete control over their digital identities. It 
ensures privacy and security by allowing users to 
securely share and verify their private data across both 
real-world and metaverse platforms

 Trust Triangle: The wallet implementation involves three 
key roles: the Issuer (creates the Verifiable Credential), 
the Holder (holds the credential in their digital wallet), 
and the Verifier (receives and authenticates the shared 
information)

 Interactive issuance: This feature provides extra options 
over direct issuance. It allows the Issuer to seek the 
Holder's consent before issuing a credential, making the 
credential non-transferable and usable only by the 
intended Holder. Relevant API methods used for this 
include Create Offer, Accept Offer, and Reject Offer.

AI-Powered SSI Wallet

Issuer Person

Issues

Credential

Shares

Verification

Verifier

Trust

Figure 6

https://www.qolaba.io
https://docs.trinsic.id/
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Qolaba's AI-Powered SSI (Self-Sovereign Identity) Wallet is a 
pioneering solution aimed at addressing imminent digital 
challenges, thereby creating a safer and more secure digital 
environment for our users. Our commitment is underpinned by 
the growing recognition of decentralized identity solutions in 
the tech industry.

Microsoft Security's launch of the Microsoft Entra Verified ID 
service is a testament to the future trajectory of decentralized 
identity, demonstrating the increasing industry shift towards 
decentralized identity solutions. Furthermore, the rapid 
growth of startups like Trinsic and Midy, which focus on 
providing infrastructure for these innovative tools, 
underscores the vast potential of this domain. 
These advancements reflect a global trend toward enhancing 
user control, privacy, and security in the realm of digital 
identity. By offering the cutting-edge AI-Powered SSI Wallet, 
Qolaba is not only aligning with these industry advancements 
but also contributing to shaping them, delivering state-of-the-
art solutions that secure digital interactions and empower 
users with full control over their identities.


19 20


At Qolaba, we've strategically designed our QOLA utility token 
to incentivize and reward user interaction, fostering a vibrant 
and connected digital community. By participating in various 
engagement-driven activities such as subscribing, 
commenting, liking content, and even handling gas fees, users 
can earn QOLA tokens. This not only boosts their connection 
with our ecosystem but also provides them with a tangible 
value return for their active involvement.

The design of our tokenomics plays a pivotal role in shaping a 
dynamic community. By identifying and rewarding behaviors 
that align with our platform's objectives, we cultivate an 
environment that promotes active user participation. This 
leads to sustained growth, engagement, and a sense of 
belonging for our users.

But we don't stop there. Recognizing that every digital 
ecosystem carries its unique attributes, we've customized our 
tokenomics to align with the particular needs of an open 
economy. This unerring focus on our users allows us to 
continually evolve the digital ecosystem to better suit their 
needs and preferences.

In essence, Qolaba’s approach provides multiple benefits 
for our users:

1. Value Generation: By earning QOLA tokens through active 
participation, users can generate value that is real and 
tangible. These tokens can be used within the Qolaba 
ecosystem, enhancing their overall user experience.

2. Community Engagement: The reward system incentivizes 
consistent engagement, resulting in a more active, vibrant, 
and closely-knit community.

3. Personalized User Experience: By tailoring our tokenomics 
to meet the specific needs of an open economy, we ensure 
that the user experience remains at the forefront of our 
platform, consistently adapting to serve users better.

4. Promotion of Healthy Behaviors: By identifying and 
rewarding behaviors that align with our ecosystem's goals, we 
encourage actions that contribute positively to our platform's 
sustained growth and engagement.

At Qolaba, it's all about the user. We're committed to 
continually evolving our digital ecosystem to deliver a more 
user-centric, rewarding, and engaging experience.


Incentive-Driven Platform with QOLA 

Utility Tokens

https://www.qolaba.io
https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5cxkr?culture=en-us&country=us
https://midy.com/
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We are committed to transparency and trust. In alignment 
with that, we're planning to release a comprehensive contract 
audit report that will underscore the security and reliability of 
our token system. We're on track to complete these 
milestones and officially launch the QOLA token by Q4 2023.

In essence, we're not just building a token system; we're 
crafting an interactive digital ecosystem that empowers users, 
promotes engagement, and transforms the digital ecosystem. 
And we're excited to have you on this journey with us.

We are committed to transparency and trust. In alignment 
with that, we're planning to release a comprehensive contract 
audit report that will underscore the security and reliability of 
our token system. We're on track to complete these 
milestones and officially launch the QOLA token by Q4 2023.

In essence, we're not just building a token system; we're 
crafting an interactive digital ecosystem that empowers users, 
promotes engagement, and transforms the digital ecosystem. 
And we're excited to have you on this journey with us.

While we've laid the groundwork for the QOLA utility token, 
we're currently in the intricate process of token design and 
engineering. Our focus is on creating a robust, secure, and 
user-centric tokenomics structure that maximizes benefits for 
our users. As part of this process, we will be releasing all 
pertinent details like total supply, burn structure, community 
split, network, and chain, among others.
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While other resources are often expensive, generic, or 
incomplete, Qolaba Academy provides comprehensive, 
tailored, and completely free courses, ensuring accessibility 
for all. This approach aligns with broader industry initiatives, 
as seen in Google's provision of free Generative AI training 
and LinkedIn's free Web3 courses. The demand for quality 
education in these emerging fields is clear, and Qolaba 
Academy is perfectly positioned to bridge this educational 
gap. 22 23

The AI chatbot from Qolaba symbolizes our dedication to 
enhancing the user experience through the adoption of 
cutting-edge technology. The chatbot, powered by 
sophisticated Large Language Models (LLMs) like GPT-4, 
simplifies interactions on our platform and illustrates our 
commitment to making technology work for our users.

Key Features of Qolaba's AI Chatbot

 Instant Assistance and Guidance: Our chatbot is 
designed to provide immediate, 24/7 assistance, capable 
of answering a wide range of questions and guiding users 
through the various services on our platform

 Knowledge Embedding and Retrieval: The chatbot 
leverages an extensive knowledge base, utilizing a 
technique called 'embedding' to store and retrieve 
information from multiple sources. This function ensures 
quick and accurate responses, customized to meet 
individual user needs

 Simplification of Asset Creation and Monetization: The 
chatbot plays a critical role in simplifying the processes of 
creating and monetizing virtual assets. It assists users in 
navigating the complexities of virtual asset management, 
reinforcing our commitment to making technology serve 
users, rather than complicating their experience.

The Academy also serves a strategic function in our 
recruitment process. Assembling a team of experts proficient 
in cutting-edge technologies can be costly and time-
consuming, sometimes necessitating compromises in talent 
acquisition. By fostering a community of keen learners through 
Qolaba Academy, we create a pipeline of talent precisely 
equipped with the skills we need. This strategic foresight 
ensures we can meet our staffing needs efficiently, without 
sacrificing quality.


Lastly, Qolaba's vision extends beyond being a participant in 
the dynamic landscape of Web3, blockchain, and AI/ML. We 
aspire to be industry influencers and thought leaders, shaping 
the trajectory of these emerging fields. By cultivating success 
stories through Qolaba Academy, we influence the industry 
ecosystem, demonstrating our commitment to these 
innovative technologies. In essence, through our investment in 
education, we are solidifying our position as trailblazers in the 
realm of emerging technologies.

AI Chatbot

Qolaba Academy plays a crucial role in meeting the 
educational needs of the rapidly expanding Web3, Blockchain, 
and AI/ML industries.

Qolaba Academy

https://www.qolaba.io
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/training-certifications/new-google-cloud-generative-ai-training-resources
https://www.linkedin.com/learning/topics/web3
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Qolaba Academy plays a crucial role in meeting the 
educational needs of the rapidly expanding Web3, Blockchain, 
and AI/ML industries. While other resources are often 
expensive, generic, or incomplete, Qolaba Academy provides 
comprehensive, tailored, and completely free courses, 
ensuring accessibility for all. This approach aligns with 
broader industry initiatives, as seen in Google's provision of 
free Generative AI training and LinkedIn's free Web3 courses. 
The demand for quality education in these emerging fields is 
clear, and Qolaba Academy is perfectly positioned to bridge 
this educational gap. 

At Qolaba, we're excited about the opportunities that these 
technologies present, and we're committed to harnessing 
their power to usher in a new era of the 3D internet and 
provide the best possible products for our users.


Core Technologies

 AI: AI is an integral part of our tech suite, powering Qolaba 
Studio and generating a variety of content and code. It acts 
as an active participant in our operations, enabling us to 
deliver a wide array of content and code

 Blockchain: Coupled with AI, Blockchain brings 
transparency and security to our platform. It helps us 
deliver a transformative, decentralized environment that 
supports boundless creativity

 Cloud: Our cloud-based infrastructure, supported by 
Kubernetes, Vercel, and Modal Labs, allows us to provide 
scalable and reliable services. Kubernetes supports our 
backend, Vercel powers our frontend apps, and Modal Labs 
handles our GPU compute needs, ensuring a 
comprehensive and efficient cloud solution.

22 23



 We utilize the power of WASM to deliver high-performance 
applications to our users. WASM runs at near-native speed, 
ensuring our applications operate almost as quickly as if 
they were directly coded into your device's hardware

 The cross-platform nature of WASM ensures that once 
we've compiled our code, it can run on any platform 
without needing any changes, providing a seamless user 
experience across different environments

 WASM's cross-language compatibility allows us to write 
our code in various languages like C, C++, Rust, and more. 
This code is then compiled into WASM bytecode, which can 
be executed swiftly and efficiently. This flexibility allows us 
to use the best tools for the job, enhancing our productivity 
and enabling us to deliver robust, efficient, and fast 
applications.

 We're excited about the recent release of WebGPU in major 
browsers. WebGPU is a next-generation graphics and 
compute API that can significantly enhance the 
performance of 3D graphics and computations on the web. 
With WebGPU, we're now able to create more immersive 
and complex 3D internet experiences.


At Qolaba, we're pioneering future digital ecosystems by 
exploring Rust and Mojo programming languages, known for 
their outstanding speed, efficiency, and scalability - up to 
35,000 times faster than Python. This integration could 
revolutionize our infrastructure, bolster our problem-solving 
capabilities, and fortify our competitive edge. Leveraging 
these advanced technologies, we aim to usher in a new era of 
the 3D internet, continually innovating to meet our users' 
needs.

Qolaba's technical toolkit, built on AI, Blockchain, and Web3 
technologies, is a comprehensive suite of products designed 
to revolutionize the digital ecosystem. This toolkit, the 
backbone of Qolaba's products and services, democratizes 
content creation and fosters an equitable environment. It 
enables seamless user experiences and cultivates a space 
where creativity can flourish. The following subcategories will 
delve deeper into the components of Qolaba's innovative 
technical toolkit.

 Applications: Our application stack is built using a variety 
of modern technologies including JavaScript, Python, 
ReactJS, and NextJS. This versatile stack allows us to 
create robust, efficient, and user-friendly applications that 
meet the diverse needs of our users.

Evolving Technical Stack

WebAssembly (WASM):

WebGPU:

Technical 

Architecture   05

https://www.qolaba.io
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At Qolaba, generative AI serves as a transformative force, 
reshaping digital content creation and coding in equal 
measure. Our generative models draw on the considerable 
power of machine learning to autonomously generate high-
quality, unique content across a spectrum of formats. This 
transition in content creation approaches heralds a new era of 
accessibility, efficiency, and innovation for our users.

Here's how we integrate generative AI into our platform:

1. Visual Content Creation: Our AI crafts unique digital art 
pieces, constructs immersive virtual reality environments, 
generates multiple design concepts to accelerate the product 
design process, and produces synthetic data when real-world 
data is scarce or sensitive.

2. Audio Generation: Whether it's composing distinct music 
pieces, generating human-like speech, or creating realistic 
sound effects, our AI enhances users' audio experiences.

Generative AI
3. Text Generation: Our AI is capable of creating a range of 
content from articles to social media posts, it enables 
efficient, contextually appropriate conversation with chatbots, 
and offers translation services to cater to a broader audience.

4. Code Generation: In addition to content creation, our 
generative AI also extends to code generation. Our system can 
generate and customize software components to simplify the 
app development process. This significantly lowers the 
technical barriers for our users, enabling them to build apps 
even without a coding background.

This comprehensive approach to using generative AI not only 
democratizes the creation process but also cultivates a more 
inclusive and vibrant digital ecosystem. At Qolaba, we 
empower everyone, regardless of their technical expertise, to 
unlock their creative potential and contribute to an ever-
evolving digital ecosystem.


WASM

WebGPU

WASM VMs Backend

Metaverse Frontend

JavaScript

Go

C/C++

Rust

Python

Figure 8
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At Qolaba, we're devoted to engineering the best blockchain 
experience possible, balancing the twin objectives of speed 
and scalability. We're exploring a broad spectrum of network 
designs, finding particular promise in hybrid blockchains due 
to their potential to cater to both private and public use cases. 
Our mission is to evolve toward the most optimal blockchain 
network that scales to perpetuity.

Our current blockchain infrastructure leans heavily on 
Ethereum, Avalanche, Polygon, and Binance, all belonging to 
the EVM networks. This robust setup guarantees efficient 
transaction processing and is adept at supporting both public 
and private uses.

But our journey doesn't stop here. We're actively exploring the 
integration of cutting-edge technologies such as Avalanche 
Subnets and Polkadot Parachains to further refine our 
network. These technologies carry the promise of scalability, 
customizability, interoperability, and amplified security.

Avalanche Subnets provide a modular framework, which 
improves efficiency and scalability, enabling us to create 
tailor-made blockchains with a set of validators that follow 
specific rules. On the other hand, Polkadot Parachains ensure 
seamless interoperability between different blockchains, 
bringing about a more connected ecosystem.

This amalgamation of technologies is guiding us toward a 
more connected, efficient, and secure digital ecosystem. It 
underlines Qolaba's commitment to creating an open, 
interoperable metaverse, ensuring a seamless and efficient 
blockchain experience for all our users. 24 25

Blockchain Networks
At Qolaba, we're not only leveraging the power of the cloud, 
but we're also integrating the best-of-breed tools to deliver 
our content creation and delivery platform. With a technology 
stack that includes Kubernetes, Vercel, and Modal Labs, we've 
built a robust infrastructure that caters to all our service 
needs.

Kubernetes helps us manage our backend operations, 
providing scalability and reliability. On the other hand, Vercel 
powers our front-end applications, ensuring that they're fast 
and responsive. Meanwhile, Modal Labs takes care of our GPU 
computing requirements, empowering us to handle heavy 
computations effectively.

But our journey doesn't stop here. We continuously explore 
distributed edge-based deployments, moving data processing 
closer to the user. This cuts down on latency, offering faster 
response times and a personalized user experience.

In a nutshell, we're blending advanced technologies and 
innovative approaches to create a more efficient, secure, and 
reliable platform. And above all, we're focusing on speed and 
personalization to enhance the user experience.

Cloud Infrastructure

https://www.qolaba.io
https://polkadot.network/development/docs/
https://docs.avax.network/
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The metaverse is a digital space that is infinite and 
multidimensional, representing a utopia where every 
interaction creates value for the user. It is a place without 
borders, equitable and transparent, with infinite possibilities. 
By combining AI and blockchain technologies, we strive to 
create a metaverse where AI provides the scale to produce 
anything imaginable, and blockchain serves as the universal 
state that securely stores information on decentralized 
networks that are advanced and highly interoperable. This 
allows any user to create and join the metaverse with just a 
click of a button.

Adopting state-of-the-art technologies like parachains, 
subnets, and network bridges is pivotal to tackling the 
disjointed nature and interoperability issues of current 
blockchain systems, thus truly unlocking the metaverse's 
potential. In this ecosystem, blockchain becomes a versatile 
tool, playing various roles including:

Content Generation: AI algorithms analyze user preferences 
and behaviors to create tailored content, heightening user 
engagement within the metaverse
 Real-Time Inference: AI-powered tools process vast 

amounts of data dynamically, ensuring the user experience 
stays immersive and responsive to the evolving digital 
ecosystem

 Automation and Optimization: AI automates processes 
such as content curation and asset management, 
streamlining user experience and optimizing resource 
allocation for efficiency.


Data Processing: AI assists in large-scale recommendation 
across the metaverse for personalized content and processes 
metadata for an enriched and seamless experience.



Qolaba is dedicated to aligning with the collaborative efforts of 
organizations such as the Open Metaverse Interoperability 
Group (OMI) , Open Metaverse Alliance (OMA3) , and M3 
(Metaverse Makers)  in fostering an open and interoperable 
metaverse. Just like these industry pioneers, Qolaba believes 
in the seamless integration of virtual lands, digital assets, and 
services across various platforms, advocating for a metaverse 
that is accessible and transparent to all communities. Through 
our advanced, scalable infrastructure and robust blockchain 
network, we strive to develop interoperable solutions that 
harmonize with the broader objectives of these alliances. We 
intend to contribute to the collective efforts of these groups, 
pushing the boundaries of what's possible in the metaverse, 
and catalyzing the advent of a truly interconnected virtual 
universe.

At Qolaba, we've developed a suite of products, leveraged 
advanced research, and constructed a state-of-the-art 
architecture that converges to build an ultimate platform for 
creators. This powerful ensemble facilitates the seamless 
creation of a transformative metaverse. Our AI-powered Art 
Studio, no-code app builder, and cutting-edge blockchain and 
AI technologies integrate to give users the power to bring their 
creative visions to life. This ecosystem empowers creators to 
forge digital identities, manage assets, engage in immersive 
gaming experiences, and explore various networks, all while 
enjoying an enhanced user experience. Through this synergy 
of technology and creativity, we're enabling a new age of 
content creation, giving users the keys to their digital universe 
and setting the stage for the limitless potential of the 
metaverse.


26 27
28 Game Compute: It facilitates the complex computations 

necessary for immersive gaming experiences within the 
metaverse

 Asset Delivery and Storage: It ensures the secure and 
efficient storage and transfer of digital assets across the 
metaverse

 Digital Identity (SSI): Blockchain empowers users to 
manage their digital identities, bolstering privacy and 
security

 Messaging: It enables secure and seamless 
communication between metaverse users and entities

 Tokenomics: By establishing a robust economic system, it 
incentivizes users and creators, fostering growth and 
engagement

 Cross-platform Interactions: It facilitates seamless 
interactions between different platforms and blockchain 
networks, enhancing user experience

 Network Portals: Blockchain provides gateways for users 
to explore various networks and environments within the 
metaverse

 DeFi Integration: By linking DeFi benefits to the platform's 
success, users can access financial services within the 
metaverse, enriching the user experience.



Parallelly, AI holds a crucial role in the Qolaba ecosystem, 
enabling the generation of hyper-personalized content and 
real-time inference. It contributes through:

Open Interoperable 

Metaverse   06
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At Qolaba, we empower various sectors with the 
transformative potential of tokenized assets, blockchain, and 
AI-generated content. Our platform is tailored to be flexible 
and multifunctional, suitable for a wide range of uses

 Creative Integration: Artists, designers, and creative 
professionals can utilize Qolaba to integrate tokenized 
assets, blockchain technology, and AI-generated content 
into their works. This could be in the form of adding AI-
generated text to a graphic design project, creating an art 
piece that includes tokenized assets, or infusing 
blockchain functionality into a digital media project

 Educational Tool: Qolaba's platform can be an 
instrumental learning tool. For educators in fields like 
computer science, digital arts, and business, the platform 
can provide students with hands-on experience with 
blockchain, virtual assets, and AI-generated content, 
illustrating their practical applications and future potential

 Travel and Event Management: Travel businesses and 
event organizers can leverage Qolaba to digitize and 
manage assets such as tickets, exclusive event content, or 
even destination-specific virtual experiences. These 
tokenized assets can provide added value to customers 
and enhance their overall experience

 Fan Engagement: Celebrities and influencers can use 
Qolaba to create unique, virtual fan experiences. By 
offering fans tokenized digital assets like personalized 
messages, exclusive content, or limited-edition virtual 
merchandise, public figures can deepen their engagement 
with their audience and create more personalized fan 
experiences

 AR/VR Development: AR/VR developers can use Qolaba 
to create, manage, and integrate virtual assets and AI-
generated content into their projects. This could mean 
using tokenized assets as in-game items or using AI-
generated content to create diverse, dynamic elements in 
a virtual world

 Insurance Digital Assets: Insurance companies can use 
Qolaba to tokenize certain assets for insurance purposes. 
For instance, one could use blockchain technology to 
create a digital twin of insured properties, making the 
tracking, management, and claims process more 
transparent and efficient.

 Real Estate Presentations: Real estate businesses can 
use Qolaba to transform their property tours. By 
incorporating virtual assets and AI-generated content, they 
can offer immersive, virtual tours that give potential buyers 
or renters a more complete understanding of a property

 Virtual Asset Marketplace: Art galleries, cultural 
organizations, or any entity wishing to create a 
marketplace for digital assets can use Qolaba. Our 
platform can be customized to cater to the unique needs of 
these organizations, allowing them to showcase, sell, or 
license their assets in a tokenized format in the legal 
landscape of these emerging technologies, mitigating 
potential risks

 Content Monetization: Content creators, from writers to 
filmmakers, can leverage Qolaba to monetize their work in 
new ways. By tokenizing their content or integrating AI-
generated content, creators can offer unique experiences 
to their audience and generate additional revenue

 Game Development: Game developers can use Qolaba to 
incorporate AI-generated content and virtual assets into 
their games. AI tools can generate unique art, stories, or 
even characters, while tokenized assets can be used to 
create unique, tradeable in-game items

 And much more…

At Qolaba, we cater to an extensive range of uses across 
numerous industries and applications. If you're a creative 
professional, educator, event organizer, or content creator, our 
platform is designed to help you tap into the power of virtual 
assets, blockchain, and AI-generated content. Our mission is 
to empower every user, regardless of their sector or unique 
needs, to fully utilize these innovative technologies to meet 
their goals.


Use Cases   07
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Qolaba is dedicated to upholding the highest standards of 
legal and ethical conduct, ensuring responsible and ethical 
use of its products and services. This commitment extends to 
all aspects of our business, from product development to 
stakeholder relationships. We have implemented robust 
policies and procedures to safeguard user data and privacy, 
actively working to mitigate biases and foster responsible AI 
usage.

Qolaba remains steadfast in its commitment to align its 
operations with stringent measures prescribed by regulatory 
bodies such as the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) and 
the Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA).

 OECD’s 2019 Recommendation on Artificial Intelligence: 
We align with the stringent legal framework outlined by the 
OECD's 2019 Recommendation on AI. This commitment 
entails the implementation of a robust governance 
structure that includes a quality management system and 
up-to-date technical documentation. Such measures 
ensure our AI systems maintain high standards of 
reliability and trustworthiness. 

 European Commission's Proposal for a Legal Framework 
on AI: Qolaba strictly follows the European Commission's 
Proposal for a Legal Framework on AI. We ensure human 
oversight of AI systems and abide by obligations for AI 
transparency. This approach underscores our commitment 
to ethical and accountable AI development, fostering trust 
among users and stakeholders. 

Our adherence to these regulatory guidelines makes our AI 
systems trustworthy, reliable, and user-beneficial, highlighting 
our dedication to ethical and accountable AI development.


2

30


 Adherence to MAS Regulations: Qolaba fully recognizes 
the importance of combating money laundering and 
managing technology and cyber risks. We fully support and 
implement MAS regulations, extending our commitment to 
the principles of fairness, ethics, accountability, and 
transparency outlined in MAS's guidelines for crypto. Such 
adherence to regulations showcases our dedication to 
providing a secure and trustworthy platform for users while 
contributing to the overall stability and integrity of the 
financial industry and exploring and pioneering open 
interoperable networks. 

 Project Guardian's Principles: Qolaba adheres to the 
principles of Project Guardian from the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore (MAS), promoting open, interoperable 
networks and verified transactions within the digital space. 
Our focus areas align with the project's key pillars of 
interoperable networks, trust anchors, asset tokenization, 
and institutional-grade DeFi protocols. We strive to 
advance risk management and operational execution 
standards while embracing real-world trials to reinforce 
these goals. Collaborating with financial industry 
participants, we aim to build safe and efficient financial 
market infrastructures. 

 Compliance with MiCA: The Markets in Crypto-Assets 
(MiCA) is a proposed regulation by the European Union, 
designed to provide legal certainty and consumer 
protection for crypto assets and their associated services. 
MiCA ensures legal certainty, consumer protection 
standards, and market integrity while promoting innovation 
and competition by establishing clear rules. When we 
operate within the European Union in the realm of digital 
assets or related services, MiCA provides us with a 
comprehensive regulatory framework. Our alignment with 
MiCA regulations reaffirms our commitment to fostering a 
more secure, fair, and reliable platform for our users. 

By adhering to these regulatory guidelines, Qolaba ensures its 
platform's credibility, fostering trust among users, the 
community, and stakeholders while contributing to the overall 
stability and integrity of the financial industry.

3

3

33
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AI Regulations Compliance

Crypto Regulations Compliance
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Qolaba is a pioneering force in the Web3 and AI technology 
ecosystems, championing an interoperable metaverse that 
breaks down barriers and seamlessly integrates systems. At 
the core of Qolaba's ethos is the democratization of next-gen 
AI and Web3 technologies, making them easily accessible to 
consumers and businesses alike. This is achieved through a 
suite of innovative products and services that revolutionize 
systems, such as e-commerce, with an incentive-driven, 
privacy-enabled, and value-driven approach.

The Qolaba ecosystem is powered by a team of industry 
veterans, proficient individuals, and expert advisors who share 
a unified vision for the platform's success. This shared mission 
has bred a culture of trust and confidence among users and 
partners, reinforcing Qolaba's commitment to continual 
innovation and growth.

Qolaba's journey is one of transformation and innovation, 
serving as a testament to the transformative power of 
technology. As we embark on this path, we extend an 
invitation to all to explore Qolaba and join us in reshaping the 
digital ecosystem. The future is promising, with Qolaba set to 
make significant strides in the industry, creating a future 
where data privacy, ownership, and authenticity are 
paramount. Walk with us on this invigorating journey toward a 
new era of content creation, distribution, and monetization.

Summary 

and Outlook   09

Organization 

And Team   10

Qolaba is a privately held tech company that reshapes the 
digital ecosystem through innovative AI and Web3 solutions. 
By harnessing the power of blockchain and AI, Qolaba 
democratizes access to advanced technologies and fosters a 
trust less, open digital ecosystem. The firm's mission is to 
build an interoperable metaverse, paving the way for a future 
where borders are dissolved and global market entry barriers 
are broken down.



Aakash Jain, the CEO of Qolaba, is a seasoned entrepreneur 
with a track record of working on three startups. He's 
committed to making advanced AI and Web3 technologies 
available to everyone. Aakash uses his experience and 
foresight to guide Qolaba in its mission to make the digital 
world more accessible and innovative for all.

Aakash Jain, CEO 


https://
www.linkedi
n.com/in/
aakash-jain-
qolaba/

Prakhar Aggarwal, CTO 

Prakhar Aggarwal, Qolaba's CTO, is an experienced machine 
learning engineer with over four years of work experience in 
the U.S. Prakhar's expertise lies in creating and applying AI 
solutions to solve complex issues. His skills contribute 
significantly to Qolaba's goal of creating a more innovative 
digital environment.
https://
www.linkedi
n.com/in/
aakash-jain-
qolaba/
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Unleash your creativity with Qolaba today! Visit our , explore our , and start creating without boundaries. We can't wait 
to see what you'll make.

website app

qolaba.io



info@qolaba.io



https://twitter.com/qolaba



https://www.instagram.com/qolaba.io/

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/qolaba/



Discord:https://discord.com/invite/M5wfSUZ25C



Telegram: https://t.me/+IUOHWx4oxBlkNDBl

https://www.qolaba.io
http://qolaba.io
http://app.qolaba.io
http://qolaba.io
https://twitter.com/qolaba
https://www.instagram.com/qolaba.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/qolaba/
https://discord.com/invite/M5wfSUZ25C
https://t.me/qolaba
https://t.me/+IUOHWx4oxBlkNDBl
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This document is not final and may be updated as necessary. 
The intent of this white paper is to provide specific details 
about the design and functionality of Qolaba. While 
comprehensive, the information in this document is not 
exhaustive and does not represent any elements of a 
contractual agreement. This document should not be 
regarded as a prospectus of any kind or a solicitation for 
investment. If you have any questions about Qolaba, please 
contact us at .



The information contained within this whitepaper is intended 
strictly for informational purposes only. It does not provide 
investment advice, recommendations, or any form of 
solicitation. It is to be understood clearly that any usage of 
Qolaba's products or solutions does not confer any ownership 
or economic interest in Qolaba or any of its affiliated 
companies.



Users are granted the right to utilize the features and 
functionalities provided by Qolaba's products and solutions, 
and no additional rights are conferred. Qolaba disclaims any 
responsibility for direct or consequential loss arising from 
reliance on the information provided in this whitepaper or 
from the use of its products and solutions.



All products and solutions provided by Qolaba are available on 
an "as is" and "as available" basis, without any express or 
implied warranties. The terms and information contained in 
this whitepaper do not constitute an offer of securities or a 
solicitation for investment in securities.

info@qolaba.com

Qolaba and its affiliates limit their liability to the maximum 
extent permitted by law and will not be held accountable for 
any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential 
losses of any kind. Any statements in this whitepaper that are 
not historical facts are considered "forward-looking 
statements" and are subject to various risks and uncertainties.



Users of Qolaba's products and solutions bear the 
responsibility for implementing appropriate security measures 
for their wallets, storage mechanisms, or any other means 
used to hold and transact with tokens. The responsibility for 
complying with applicable tax laws and regulations, including 
withholding, collecting, reporting, and remitting the correct 
taxes to the appropriate tax authorities, lies with the token 
holders.



Qolaba expressly denies responsibility for any transactions 
occurring via the Ethereum blockchain or through any third-
party platforms or services. Qolaba reserves the right to 
launch its products and solutions on different blockchains and 
is not obligated to launch on any specific blockchain.



Please note that this disclaimer is intended to provide general 
information and should not be considered legal advice. Users 
are recommended to seek professional advice before making 
any investment decisions or relying on the information 
provided in this whitepaper.
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Meta Fined $414 Million After Ad Practices Ruled Illegal 
Under EU Law - The New York Times



16 Visual Content Marketing Statistics for 2022 
[Infographic] | Venngage



How Much Does Web3 Development Cost in 2023?



19 Web3 Statistics That Convince You to Pay Attention 
(2023) - Soocial



From Web 2.0 to Web3 - The Way IT Companies See It: 
Survey Results from TechBehemoths



Addressing the challenges of decentralisation Third 
Party Governance & Risk Management



Business mobility payments: On the road to change

Tapping the $6 Trillion Opportunity in AI



NFT Market size to Cross USD 342.54 Billion By 2032 - 
Report by MRFR



Blockchain Technology Market Size, Share & Growth 
[2030]



Creators In The Creator Economy: A Global Study



Canon to Launch Ethereum Photo NFT Marketplace 
Cadabra



Amazon (AMZN) to Launch NFT Marketplace & 15 
Collectibles



Generative AI for Visual Applications | NVIDIA Picasso



Adobe Firefly - Generative AI for creatives

Generative AI Use Cases and Applications



Ethereum Gas Station Network (GSN)



Trinsic's Docs



Decentralized Identity and Verifiable Credentials 
Whitepaper



midy



(PDF) Designing a Token Economy: Incentives, 
Governance and Tokenomics



New Google Cloud generative AI training resources



Web3 Online Training Courses | LinkedIn Learning, 
formerly Lynda.com



Polkadot Documentation | Learning & Resources



Avalanche Dev Docs



Open Metaverse Interoperability Group



OMA3



OMI Thanks M3 for generous donation through Open 
Collective - omigroup



Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence



The Artificial Intelligence Act

 

Monetary Authority of Singapore(MAS): Digital Assets 
and Crypto



Project Guardian: Enabling Open and Interoperable 
Networks



MiCA: EU Parliament and Council Regulation on Markets 
in Crypto-Assets
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